This paper presents the asymptotic behavior of a linear instrumental variables (IV) estimator that uses a ridge regression penalty. The regularization tuning parameter is selected empirically by splitting the observed data into training and test samples. Conditional on the tuning parameter, the training sample creates a path from the IV estimator to a prior. The optimal tuning parameter is the value along this path that minimizes the IV objective function for the test sample.
Introduction
This paper presents the asymptotic distribution for a ridge regression estimator for the linear instrumental variable (IV) model. The ridge estimator requires a regularization tuning parameter and can achieve lower MSE than two-stage least squares. This estimator differs from previously studied ridge regression estimators in three important dimensions. First, a nonzero prior. The estimators are allowed to be shrunk towards a economically meaningful prior. This is particularly important when the estimates are structural parameters with subject matter meaning. Second, the regularization tuning parameter is selected empirically using the observed data. Instead of stating asymptotic rates the tuning parameter needs to satisfy we consider a empirically selected tuning parameter and report the resulting asymptotic distribution.
Third, the traditional GMM framework is used to characterize the asymptotic distribution of this ridge estimator. Both adding a regularization penalty term and splitting the observed data into a training and test samples, takes the estimator out of the traditional GMM framework. New moment conditions are presented that fit into the traditional GMM framework and include the first order conditions for the ridge estimator.
Currently, it is becoming fashionable for empirical work to use tuning parameters selected with a holdout or test sample. However, there is a limited theoretical work on the asymptotic properties of the resulting estimators.
The tuning parameters for ridge, Lasso and Bridge estimators are typically required to satisfy asymptotic rates of convergence to allow asymptotic results (see, Huang, Horowitz, and Ma (2008) , Caner (2009) , and Carrasco and Tchuente (2016) ). This leaves uncertainty because there are typically an infinite number of values that satisfy the restrictions. In finite samples, different values for the regularization tuning parameter result in different estimates for the parameters of interest. To avoid this indeterminacy, the observed sample is used to optimally select the value of the tuning parameter.
The ridge path estimator is the "best" parameter estimate over a one-dimensional path in the parameter space between the global minimum and a prior. The global minimum is associated with low bias and high variance whereas the prior is associated with higher bias and zero variance. The trade-off between bias and variance is exploited to find the estimate with lower Mean Squared Error (MSE). The data is split into training and test samples. The linear IV objective function using the training sample determines the one-dimensional path and the estimate is the parameter value associated with the point on the path which minimizes the linear IV objective function using the test sample. The ridge path estimator is compared to 1
Tuesday 27 th August, 2019 time stamp: 01:09 traditional 2SLS for simulated models. We find that for low precision models with small samples, the new ridge estimator is always superior to the 2SLS estimator. However, if the model has high precision and the sample size is large, the ridge path estimator is competitive.
Precision problems in linear IV estimation can occur with several models. The past 20 years has shown a large growth in our understanding of the possible types of identification and asymptotic distributions that can occur with linear IV models (see Antoine and Renault (2009) for a summary): e.g. strong instruments, nearly-strong instruments, nearly-weak instrument and weak instruments. For this taxonomy, this paper and estimator is in the strong instruments setting. A related but different model is when the number of instruments grow with the sample size (see Donald and Newey (2001) ). In this paper we restrict attention to fixed number of instruments. The models considered in this paper are closest to the situation considered in Sanderson and Windmeijer (2016) . However, unlike Sanderson and Windmeijer (2016) we have small parameters on the instruments instead of having some of the parameters drifting to zero. In addition we focus on providing estimates for a given sample instead of testing for weak instruments. The models we study are explicitly strongly identified, however in a finite sample the precision can be low.
The ridge path estimator belongs to a family of estimators which utilize regularization. Bickel et al. (2006) provides an overview of the properties of various regularization procedures in statistics. They loosely define regularization as "the class of methods needed to modify maximum likelihood to give reasonable answers in unstable situations." These estimates tend to have significantly lower variance which usually comes at the price of higher bias, i.e. the "bias-variance trade-off". Nonparametric density estimation, ridge penalty estimation, LASSO penalty estimation, elastic net and spectral cutoff are all examples of regularization. For a review of methods see Hastie, Tibshirani, and Friedman (2009) .
Within the structural econometrics literature, regularization concepts have recently been used by a few authors, however the intersection is still largely open. Notable contributions are the set of papers by Carrasco et al. [Carrasco and Florens (2000) , Carrasco, Florens, and Renault (2007 ), Carrasco (2012 ), Carrasco and Tchuente (2016 ], Caner and Fan (2010) and Liao (2013) . The first set of papers extend the m moment conditions to a continuum of moment conditions. The authors use ridge regularization to find the inverse of the optimal weighting operator (instead of optimal weighting matrix in traditional GMM). Caner and Fan (2010) attach a linear penalty term like in the LASSO framework and argues that this helps by forcing parameters not significant down to zero. Finally, Liao (2013) The ridge path estimator extends the literature in three important dimensions. First, a meaningful prior is incorporated into the estimator. When the prior is ignored, or equivalently set to zero, the model penalizes variability about the origin. However, in structural economic models a more appropriate penalty will be variability about some economically meaningful prior values. The parameters have meaning in the economic environment implying that prior knowledge and expertise can be incorporated by shrinking towards a prior.
Second, the data are explicitly used to select the tuning parameter. This is in agreement with the advice to use the data in the model selection and/or tuning parameter selection. Following Athey and Imbens (2017) and Duflo et al. (2018) we accept this sample split to determine the optimal model as a powerful tool to be embraced. A key feature of this new estimator is splitting the sample into a training and test samples.
Lemma 1 gives the consistency and root-n convergence of the empirically estimated tuning parameter.
Third, empirically selecting the tuning parameter impacts the asymptotic distribution of the parameter estimates. As stressed in Leeb and Pötscher (2005) , the final asymptotic distribution will depend on empirically selected tuning parameters. We address this directly by characterizing the joint asymptotic distribution that include both the parameters of interest and the tuning parameter. The resulting asymptotic distribution is nonstandard because the population parameter value is at the boundary of the parameter space. We show how the ridge path estimator can be represented as a GMM estimator and are able to apply results in Andrews (2002) . To our knowledge, this approach and result have not been previously presented.
Section 2 presents the linear IV framework, describes the precision problem and the ridge path estimator. Section 3 characterizes the asymptotic distribution of the ridge path estimator in the traditional GMM framework. Small sample properties are analyzed via simulations in Section 4. Section 5 concludes. creates a path from the prior to the IV estimator. The IV objective function for the test sample is then evaluated along this path to empirically determine the optimal tuning parameter and parameters of interest.
The asymptotic distribution of these estimates will be investigated using the GMM framework. The first order conditions that characterize the estimates do not immediately fit into the GMM framework. However, an alternative system of equations is presented which include the estimates.
Consider the linear instrumental variables model where Y is n × 1, X is n × k and Z is n × m with m ≥ k
and conditional on Z,
The IV estimatorβ
where P Z is the projection matrix for Z, has the asymptotic distribution
The covariance can be consistently estimated witĥ
For a finite sample let 1 X P Z X n have the spectral decomposition CΛC , where Λ is a positive definite diagonal k × k matrix, and C is orthonormal, C C = I k . A precision problem occurs when some of the eigenvectors explain very little variation, as represented by the magnitude of the corresponding eigenvalues. This occurs when the objective function is relatively flat along these dimensions and the resulting covariance estimates are large because as equation (6) shows, the variance ofβ IV is proportional to
The flat objective function, or equivalently large estimated variances, leads to a relatively large MSE. The ridge path estimator addresses this problem by shrinking the estimated parameter toward a prior. The IV estimate still has low bias (it is consistent) and has the asymptotically minimum variance. However, accepting a little higher bias can have a dramatic reduction in the variance and thus provide a point estimate with lower MSE.
The ridge objective function augments the usual IV objective function (5) with a quadratic penalty centered at a prior value, β p , weighted by a regularization tuning parameter α
The objective function's second derivative is
The regularization parameter injects stability since
are decreasing in α. This results in smaller variance but higher bias.
Denote the ridge solution given α aŝ
Equation (8) shows how the tuning parameter, α creates a smooth curve in the parameter space between the low bias-high variance IV estimate,β IV , (when α = 0) to the high bias-no variance prior, β p , (when α → ∞). The ridge estimator should be evaluated using equation (8) denoted, Y τn , X τn , and Z τn , and are used to calculate a path between the IV estimate and the prior as in equation (8). The estimate using the training sample, conditional on α, iŝ
where P Z τn is the projection matrix onto Z τn and [·] is the greatest integer function. The first order conditions for an internal solution are
The closed form solution iŝ
As α goes from 0 towards infinity, this gives a path from the IV estimator,β IV,τn (at α = 0), to the prior, β p (the limit as α → ∞). Following this path, the optimal α is selected to minimize the IV least squares objective function (5) over the remaining (n − [τn]) observations, the test sample, denoted Y n(1−τ) , X n(1−τ) and Z n(1−τ) . The optimal value for the tuning parameter is defined byα = arg min α∈[0,∞) Q n(1−τ) (α) where
where P Z n(1−τ) is the projection matrix onto Z n(1−τ) . The first order condition for an internal solution is
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The ridge path regression estimate isβα ≡β IV,τn (α).
The first order conditions that characterize the ridge path estimator, equations (10) and (13), are k + 1 equations in the k + 1 parameters and have the structure of sample averages being set to zero. However, the functions being averaged do not fit into the traditional GMM framework. In equations (10) and (13) the terms in the curly brackets depend on the entire sample and not just the data for index i and the parameters. The terms in the curly brackets will converge at O p n −1/2 and must be considered jointly with the asymptotic distributions of (β IV,τn (α) ,α) .
The asymptotic distribution of the ridge path estimator can be determined with the GMM framework us-
stacks the elements from a matrix into a column vector and vech(·) stacks the unique elements from a symmetric matrix into a column vector. The population parameter values are
The ridge path estimator is part of the parameter estimates defined by the just identified system of equations
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where the training and test samples are determined with the indicator function
Asymptotic Behavior
Three assumptions are sufficient to obtain asymptotic distribution for the ridge path estimator.
Assumption 1. z i is iid with finite fourth moments and E[z i z i ] = R z has full rank.
Assumption 2. Conditional on Z, ε i u i are iid vectors with zero mean, full rank covariance matrix with possibly nonzero off-diagonal elements.
Assumptions 1 and 2 imply E[h i (θ 0 )] = 0 and √ nH n (θ 0 ) satisfies the CLT.
Assumption 3. The parameter space Θ is defined by: R z is restricted to a symmetric positive definite matrix First consider the tuning parameter. Even though it is empirically selected using the training and samples, its limiting value and rate of convergence are familiar.
Lemma 1. Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 imply 1.α → 0 and
Proofs are given in the appendix.
Lemma 1 implies that the population parameter value for the tuning parameter is zero, α 0 = 0, which is on the boundary of the parameter space. This results in a nonstandard asymptotic distribution which can be characterized by appealing to Theorem 1 in Andrews (2002) . The approach in Andrews (2002) requires the root-n convergence of the parameters. Lemma 1, traditional 2SLS and method of moments establishes this for all the parameter in θ . Equation (14) puts the ridge path estimator in the form of the first part of equation (14) from Andrews (2002) . Because the system is just identified, the weighting matrix does not 
The first term does not depend on θ and the last term converges to zero in probability. This suggests selectingθ to minimize H n (θ ) H n (θ ) will result in the asymptotic distribution of √ n(θ −θ 0 ) being the same
takes its minimum, where the random variable is defined as
This indeed is the result by Theorem 1 of Andrews (2002) . The needed assumptions are given in Andrews (2002) . The estimator is defined asθ
Theorem 1. Assumptions 1 -3 imply the asymptotic distribution of √ n(θ − θ 0 ) is equivalent to the distribution ofλ
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The objective function can be minimized at a value of the tuning parameter in (0, ∞) or possibly at α = 0.
The asymptotic distribution of the tuning parameter will be composed of two parts, a discrete mass at α = 0 and a continuous function over (0, ∞). The asymptotic distribution over the other parameters can be thought of as being composed of two parts, the distribution conditional on α = 0 and the distribution over α > 0.
In terms of the framework presented in Andrews (2002) , the random sample is used to create a random variable. This is then projected onto the parameter space, which is a cone. The projection onto the cone results in the discrete mass at α = 0 and the continuous mass over (0, ∞). As noted in Andrews (2002) , this type of a characterization of the asymptotic distribution can be easily programmed and simulated.
Small Sample Properties
To investigate the small sample performance, linear IV models are simulated and estimated using 2SLS and the ridge path estimator. The model is given in equations (1) to (4) 
.7 1 0
The strength of the instrument signal is controlled by the parameter 2 δ in
To judge the behavior of the estimator, three different dimensions of the model are adjusted.
1. Sample size. For smaller sample sizes, the ridge path estimator should have better properties whereas for larger sample sizes, 2SLS should perform better. We consider sample sizes of n = 25, 50, 250 and 500.
2 Similar results are obtained via other specifications of Γ 0 . These are included as part of supplementary material for the paper, available from the authors on request.
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Tuesday 27 3. Prior value relative to β 0 . For the prior closer to the population parameter values the ridge path estimator should perform relatively better. We consider values of β p which were a) one standard deviation 3 from the true value β p = (1/ √ 2, 1/ √ 2) , b) two standard deviations from the true value
, and c) three standard deviations from the true value 4 β p = (3/ √ 2, 3/ √ 2) .
We simulate a total of 48 model specifications corresponding to 4 sample sizes n, 4 values of the precision parameter δ and 3 values of the prior β p . Each specification is simulated 10, 000 times and both 2SLS
and ridge path estimator are estimated. We compare estimated β 0 values on bias, variance and MSE. For the ridge path estimator we use τ = .7 to split the sample between training and test samples.
The regularization parameter α is selected in two steps -first, we search in the log-space going from 10 −5 to 10 6 ; second, we perform a grid search 5 in a linear space around the value selected in the first step.
A final selected value ofα = 0 in the second step corresponds to a "no regularization" scenario which implies the ridge path estimator ignores the prior in favor of the data and the valueα = 10 7 corresponds to an "infinite regularization" scenario which implies the ridge path estimator ignores the data in favor of the prior. Tables 1 and 2 compare the performance of the 2SLS estimator with the ridge path estimator for different precision levels and sample sizes when the prior is fixed at β p = (
) and β p = (
Recall, our parameter of interest is β 0 = (β 1 , β 2 ) = (0, 0) . We compare the estimators based on a) bias, b) standard deviation of the estimates, c) MSE values of the estimates and d) sum of MSE values ofβ 1 andβ 2 .
In both tables, the 2SLS estimator performs as expected -both bias and standard deviation of estimates fall as sample size increases and as instrument signal strength increases. In smaller samples, the 2SLS estimators exhibit some bias, which confirms that 2SLSL estimators are consistent but not unbiased. Table 1 presents a 3 Each individual error term is standard normal. 4 Other specifications of prior values also led to similar results. These are included as part of supplementary material for the paper, available from the authors on request. 5 We consider a linear grid of 10, 000 points in the the second step.
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Tuesday 27 th August, 2019 time stamp: 01:09 scenario where the prioir for the ridge path estimator is one standard deviation away from the true parameter estimate. We note that in the low precision setting of δ = 0.1 the ridge path estimator has lower MSE for all sample sizes considered in the simulations. However as precision improves, we note that for larger sample sizes the 2SLS estimator has lower MSE. Table 2 describes a scenario where the ridge path estimator does not have any particular advantage since it is biased to a prior which is 3 standard deviations away from the true parameter value. However, even when prior values are far from true parameter values, there are a number of scenarios where the ridge path estimator outperforms the 2SLS estimator in terms of MSE. In particular, in small samples and low precision settings, the ridge path estimator leads to smaller MSE. When δ = 0.1, the ridge path estimator leads to lower MSE values for all sample sizes except n = 500. When δ = 1 and the model has high precision, the ridge path estimator has higher MSE than 2SLS. Thus as the signal strength improves and low precision issues subside, 2SLS dominates. The bias-variance trade-off is at work here. Consider the results corresponding to n = 25 and δ = 0.25. The ridge path estimator has higher bias compared to the 2SLS estimator for both parameters, however this is compensated by considerably smaller standard deviation values leading to smaller MSE. This table also demonstrates scenarios where for a given δ value, as the sample size increases the estimator with lower MSE changes from ridge path to 2SLS. For δ = 0.25, the ridge path estimator performs better for sample sizes n ≤ 50 whereas 2SLS performs better for n ≥ 250. Similarly, for δ = 0.50, the ridge path estimator outperforms 2SLS only for the smallest sample size of n = 25. For low precision models (δ = 0.1), the variance associated with 2SLS estimates is larger than the ridge path estimates, even in larger sample sizes. The ridge path estimator is biased towards the prior which is demonstrated by the estimates not being distributed symmetrically around the true value. On the other hand, for high precision models (δ = 1) the variance reduction from 2SLS for the ridge path estimator is not as dramatic. In fact, while the variance reduction appears substantial for the prior value of β p = (
) , it is unclear at least visually if there is a reduction in variance for a poorly specified prior at β p = (
) . In larger samples with high precision (Figure 4) Figure 1 ). Table 3 , summarizes the distribution of the estimated regularization parameterα for different precision levels, sample sizes and prior values. Recall Theorem 1 implies the asymptotic distribution will be a mixed distribution with some discrete mass at α = 0. Table 3 reports the proportion of cases which correspond to "no regularization" (α = 0), "infinite regularization" (α = 10 7 ≈ ∞) and "some regularization" (α ∈ (0, 10 7 )). In all cases, there is a substantial mass of the distribution concentrated atα = 0. On the other hand we note that except in the cases where the prior is located at the true parameter value, there is no mass concentrated atα ≈ ∞. We see some interesting variations corresponding to different prior values.
In low precision settings (particularly δ = 0.1), keeping sample size fixed, as the prior moves away from the true value, the proportion of cases with "no regularization" increases whereas the proportion of cases with "some regularization" falls. Similarly for high precision settings (particularly δ = 1), as the sample size increases, the proportion of cases with "no regularization" increases whereas the proportion of cases with "some regularization" falls. In this table we also present results for large sample sizes of n = 10, 000, which demonstrate that the mass atα = 0 approaches 50% asymptotically, as predicted by Theorem 1.
Distributions ofα for large sample sizes of n = 10, 000 via histograms are presented in Figure 5 . Table 4 presents summaries of the smallest singular value of the matrix 6 −X Z n for different values of δ and n. The estimated asymptotic standard deviation is inversely related to the smallest singular value, or equivalently smaller singular values are associated with flatter objective functions at their minimum values. As the precision parameter increases from δ = 0.1 to δ = 1, the mean of the smallest singular value increases. As the sample size increases, the variance of the smallest singular values decreases.
Conclusion
This paper addresses the problem of poor precision in linear IV estimation which occurs in samples where the objective function is flat in some dimension(s) at its minimum. This results in imprecise estimates with high variances. S-sets and K-sets can be used to help address this problem, but without giving point estimates. The main contribution of this paper is a method to obtain point estimates that can provide lower MSE than traditional 2SLS estimates when this problem occurs. The regularized point estimates presented 6 This corresponds to the estimate of E
where g i (β ) = (y i − x i β )z i .
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A second contribution is the incorporation of a non-zero prior in the ridge path estimator. In the existing regularization literature within structural econometrics, the prior is typically fixed at the origin (following the machine learning literature). However, in structural econometric models, parameters have meaningful interpretations. Penalizing the discount factor and the risk aversion parameter towards zero is inappropriate and suggests the need to incorporate prior information. We show via simulations how a) the choice of prior affects the MSE and b) even poorly specified priors may outperform traditional 2SLS estimators in low precision or small sample size settings.
A third contribution is the characterization of the nonstandard asymptotic distribution for the ridge path estimator. This new approach incorporates the empirically selected tuning parameter into the asymptotic distribution.
The chief benefit of these estimators is better small sample performance. Simulations demonstrate the trade-off of sample size and accuracy of the prior in determining the estimators small sample performance.
The general message from the simulations is that for low precision models, particularly with small samples, the ridge path estimator is superior to the 2SLS estimator. If the model has high precision and the sample size is large, then the 2SLS estimator is best. Fortunately, in these settings the ridge path estimator is competitive with the 2SLS estimator. If the prior is very close to, or at, the population parameter value then the ridge path estimator perform best in all simulations, including those with larger sample sizes. If the prior is away from the population parameter value, then the ridge path estimator's performance suffers; however even with a poorly defined prior the ridge path estimator may lead to lower MSE values, in low precision and small sample size settings, Open questions for future research include characterizing the behavior of the ridge path estimator with alternative types of models, such as weak instrument, or nearly weak instruments. Another important area for future research is extending the asymptotic proof technique to other empirical model selection rules such as k-fold cross validation.
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FIGURES AND TABLES
Figure 1: Scatter plots of the estimates from 2SLS and ridge path estimator with different priors when precision is low (δ = 0.1) and sample size is small (n = 25). Estimates, the true parameter value and prior values are represented by blue, yellow and red points respectively. The variance associated with 2SLS estimates is much larger than the ridge path estimates. The ridge path estimator is biased toward the prior.
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Figure 2: Scatter plots of the estimates from 2SLS and ridge path estimator with different priors when precision is low (δ = 0.1) and sample size is large (n = 500). Estimates, the true parameter value and prior values are represented by blue, yellow and red points respectively. The variance associated with 2SLS estimates is much larger than the ridge path estimates. The ridge path estimator is less biased towards the prior in the larger samples, but we note that especially in the case where β p = (
) , estimates are being pulled toward the prior.
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Figure 3: Scatter plots of the estimates from 2SLS and ridge path estimator with different priors when precision is high (δ = 1) and sample size is small (n = 25). Estimates, the true parameter value and prior values are represented by blue, yellow and red points respectively. 2SLS performance is much better in this setting. The variance reduction for the ridge path estimator is not as dramatic.
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Figure 4: Scatter plots of the estimates from 2SLS and ridge path estimator with different priors when precision is high (δ = 1) and sample size is large (n = 500). Estimates, the true parameter value and prior values are represented by blue, yellow and red points respectively. The 2SLS estimates outperform the ridge path estimators which is demonstrated by marginally larger clouds which are slightly off-center from the true parameter values for the ridge path estimators. However, the ridge path estimator using different priors is still competitive.
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Figure 5: This figure plots the histogram of estimated regularization parameterα when n = 10, 000 for all precision parameters and all priors considered in the simulations. The total number of simulations to generate each of these plots is N = 1000. As predicted by Theorem 1, the mass atα = 0 is approaching 50% asymptotically. Distributions ofα values for all cases considered are presented in Table 3 .
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Tuesday 27 th August, 2019 time stamp: 01:09 Table 1 : Estimates ofβ 1 andβ 2 using 2SLS and ridge path estimator for β p = (
) . The ridge path estimator leads to smaller combined MSE (highlighted in bold) when precision is low (δ = 0.10). This drop in MSE is driven primarily by large reductions in standard deviations of the estimates. The 2SLS estimator leads to smaller combined MSE when precision is high (δ = 1.00). For intermediate precision models the ridge path estimator leads to smaller combined MSE in small samples. ) . The prior is 3 standard deviations away from the true parameter value, the ridge path estimator outperforms the 2SLS estimator in terms of MSE values in a number of cases. In particular, in small samples and low precision settings, the ridge path estimator leads to smaller MSE values. corresponding to different precision parameter values δ and sample sizes n, using 10, 000 samples each. As the precision parameters increase from δ = 0.1 to δ = 1, the mean of the smallest singular value increases. As sample sizes increase from n = 25 to n = 10, 000, the spread in the smallest singular value decreases. 
